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Take me from anger to rage
Lock me up inside your cage
Just jump in to fly and hide...
Is what you are, I've been blind without you
Don't know my own strength, you keep me strong here
And when I'm on you, you give me something...

Chorus:
No man can make it (no man can make it)...
You know I'm ready (I'm ready) feeling already...
(Somebody please)
Somebody tell me why and when she gonna arrive
(I feel like I)
I feel like I'm super mad
I got to go through walls
and catch you from the fall
Like I can rescue you,
every time duty calls
Like I deserve a cage,
like I am your escape,
Like I am Superman,
I'm here to save your day!
(Save the day)

Raise your blade and put your knife...
I'm hoping now to saving lives
Invisible, shoot men in...
Hard as a rock, but opened for you
It's what you want, but makes me new
I don't know my own strength, now I'm a giant
And when I'm down you, you keep my flying!

Chorus:
No man can make it (no man can make it)...
You know I'm ready (I'm ready) feeling already...
(Somebody please)
Somebody tell me why and when she gonna arrive
(I feel like I)
I feel like I'm super mad
I got to go through walls
and catch you from the fall
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Like I can rescue you,
every time duty calls
Like I deserve a cage,
like I am your escape,
Like I am Superman,
I'm here to save your day!
(Save the day)
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